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Reviewed by Peter Caroline
Picture this: you’ve had a great day at the

range…hundreds of rounds expended, and a stack
of targets with nice tight little groups to show off.
Now comes the fun part, picking up your empty
brass (at least, I
assume readers of this
publication pick up
their expended brass). 

There are several
schools of thought in
regard to brass
retrieval. The method
taught at Fort Dix,
New Jersey, where I
spent several educa-
tional months, was
known as “A$$holes
and Elbows,” and
consisted of getting
down on one’s hands
and knees and pick-
ing each .30-06 case
up off the ground.
Later, I learned that
this task could be
accomplished in an
erect or semi-erect
position, using a
broom or rake and a
(preferably long-han-
dled) dustpan. Anoth-
er method consists of
simply leaving the
expended brass on
the ground. This
might be viewed as
inconsiderate and
sloppy, or as a favor
to other shooters who
are smart and thrifty
enough to reuse fired
cases. 

There is now a
new method of brass
retrieval, an improved
tool, if you will. Inter-
estingly enough, it
comes not from a firearms-related industry, but
from agriculture, hence its original trade name,
the Nut Wizard. This device was initially intend-
ed for the purpose of picking up nuts from the
ground. At some point, some imaginative soul
took a long look at this technology and had an
“Aha” moment: this gadget could actually pick
up spent cartridge cases! And brass retrieval will
never be the same again. 

This hand-built device takes the work out of
what used to be a tiresome repetitive task. You
simply roll it gently along the ground and the
empty cases literally jump into the basket. Rifle or
pistol cases, or shotgun hulls…it works equally

well. No, it will not
automatically sort your
shells by size or cal-
iber; you’ll have to buy
a shell sorter for that
[Editor’s note: see page
55]. It will also not dis-
tinguish between
reloadable cases and
aluminum, steel and
Berdan-primed refuse;
it’s a useful tool, not a
freakin’ miracle!

To empty this brass
grabber, the makers
have supplied an
ingenious unloading
tool, a curved heavy
wire device that fits on
the side of a five-gallon
bucket (you supply the
bucket). To unload the
brass grabber, just push
it down on the
unloader, perpendicu-
lar to the direction of
the wires on the bas-
ket. This spreads the
wires apart, and the
brass falls out into the
bucket. Mission
accomplished. 

I took the brass
grabber to a gathering
of our shooting group
at the Three Points
range outside of Tuc-
son. Initially, there
were some strange
looks and snide com-
ments. After I made
several runs and
walked away with

everyone’s empty brass, the remarks boiled down
to two major themes: “Where can I get one of
those?” and “Hey, gimme my .40s back!”

The answer to the first question is, of course,
that the “Nut Wizard” brass grabber is available
from Dillon Precision for $44.95 (a lot cheaper
than a chiropractor). The answer to the second
question is, “Help me sort all this brass, and you
can have your .40s back.”  

The Quicker Brass Picker
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